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A strange craft falls from the stars and crashes into the jungle near an isolated West African community.
Inside, the locals discover the broken body of a man unlike any they have seen before - a man who is perhaps
something more than human. His name is Samara and he speaks with terror of a place called Tartarus - an
orbiting prison where hope doesnt exist. As Samara begins to heal, he also transforms the lives his rescuers.
But in so doing, he attracts the attention of a warlord whose gunmen now threaten the very existence of the
villagers themselves - and the one, slim chance Samara has of finding his way home. And all the while, in the

darkness above, waits the simmering fury at the heart of Tartarus...

I a lament for the fallen Even as some would explore the stars remember that many who remain behind
scratch out an existence of near starvation in the dust so easily shed. Listen to Lament For The Fallen on
Spotify. Read Lament for the Fallen by Gavin Chait available from Rakuten Kobo. Read Lament for the

Fallen by Gavin Chait available from Rakuten Kobo.

Lament For The Fallen

ISBN 9781784161330. music.apple.com. Available with an Apple Music subscription. Gillian Clarke. His
death will not be in vain. Joshua the leader of the village organises a search and discover the mangled but
alive Samara a being with titanium skin and an otherworldly appearance. In Gavin Chaits debut novel an

isolated West African community is changed forever when a man falls from the stars a man more than human.
Description. quest but also menace to a West African village in Gavin Chaits debut novel Lament for the.
FREE shipping on qualifying offers. This angel has great authority and the earth was made bright with his

https://westreadsensey.icu/books1?q=Lament for the Fallen


glory. Lament for the Fallen takes place in the future where a spaceship of sorts has crash landed in the forest
near the. Joshua and his companions have worked hard to make their village Ewuru selfreliant and they guard

and protect it against the warlords and militia that seek to wreak havoc.
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